LEVEL 1

TRAGEN SIE DAS 7-STELLIGE SCHAFFHORN, DIE AUF IHREM ANTWORTBOGEN EINGETRAGEN IST. DIESE ZAHLE BENÖTIGEN SIE, UM IHRE PUNKTEN IM INTERNET ZU SEHEN.

FRAGEN 1 BIS 18: 4 PUNKTE

1. I ....................... in the classroom.
   A. am  B. is  C. are  D. be

2. Are ....................... French or English?
   A. he  B. it  C. you  D. Helen

3. Four ....................... are in the garden.
   A. children  B. mouse  C. woman  D. bed

4. Milk is .......................  
   A. green  B. blue  C. white  D. black

5. “....................... are you today?” “Very well, thank you.”
   A. What  B. How  C. Who  D. Where

6. “Where are ....................... ?” “Germany.”
   A. from you  B. you from  C. they happy  D. the country

7. Three + two + ....................... = twelve
   A. eleven  B. nine  C. five  D. seven

8. That school ....................... got an Olympic swimming pool.
   A. doesn't have  B. has  C. haven't  D. don't have

9. London is in  .......................  
   A. the north of England  B. the west of Wales  C. the south of England  D. the west of Ireland

10. “Do you want some lemonade?” “No thanks, ....................... thirsty.”
    A. I haven't got  B. it isn't  C. we don't have  D. I'm not very

11. The day before Friday is  .......................  
    A. Monday  B. Wednesday  C. Tuesday  D. Thursday

12. “....................... are you so grumpy today?” “I don't know. Perhaps because I've got a headache.”
    A. Why  B. Because  C. When  D. How

13. The opposite of “far” is  “.......................”
    A. dark  B. near  C. long  D. ugly

14. Mum, ....................... we have sausages for lunch, please?
    A. can  B. have  C. are  D. when

15. Red, white and ....................... are the colours of the British flag.
    A. blue  B. green  C. black  D. orange

16. This is Robert, my ....................... . He's visiting us for a couple of days.
    A. cousin's wife  B. friend's mother  C. brother's aunt  D. cousin's husband

17. “.......................?” “The news, then a cartoon.”
    A. What's on TV  B. What films do you like  C. Is that a new book  D. What's this picture

18. Which is correct?
    A. 100 pounds = a penny.  B. 100 pence = 10 euros.  C. 100 pence = a pound.  D. 100 euros = a pound.
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19. “What time is it?” “It’s ............... to three.”
   A. past  B. ten  C. time  D. half

20. ............... about a thousand cows on that farm.
   A. It is  B. There are  C. Their  D. There is

21. Hey! Don’t run so fast! Wait ...............!
   A. for me  B. at them  C. the bus  D. us

22. Our French teacher has got short brown curly ............... hair.
   A. hair  B. arms  C. hair  D. trousers

23. “............... are those apples?” “£5 a kilo, madam.”
   A. What  C. How many
   B. The price  D. How much

24. Complete the “family” of words: castle, house, caravan, ............
   A. desk  B. shelf  C. bed  D. wheel

25. How ............... CDs have you got in your collection?
   A. many  B. of  C. much  D. are

26. The 24th of December is called ............... to
   A. Christmas Day  C. Christmas Eve
   B. Boxing Day  D. Father Christmas

27. All my friends ............... football and tennis.
   A. enjoys  B. plays  C. love  D. can

28. In our street, there ............... houses with very big gardens.
   A. are any  B. is some  C. is any  D. aren't any

29. The opposite of “expensive” is “...............”
   A. light  B. miniature
   C. cheap  D. soft

30. Mary looks very sad. What is the right question to ask her?
   A. What's the matter, Mary?  C. What's wrong, Mary?
   B. Are you all right, Mary?  D. Mary, why are you angry?

31. ............... won the Battle of Hastings in 1066.
   A. Richard the Lionheart  C. William the Conqueror
   B. Philip of Spain  D. Robin Hood

32. My grandfather ............... because he can't see very well.
   A. need glasses  B. never watch TV
   C. never watch TV  D. doesn't drive now

33. Complete the “family” of words: jam, sugar, honey, ............
   A. lemon  B. salt  C. pepper  D. marmalade

34. “Does your dog like cats?” “............... . He hates them!”
   A. Yes, it does  C. Yes, of course
   B. No, he doesn't  D. No, it isn't

35. The letter “r” rhymes with “...............”
   A. hair  B. car  C. her

36. ............... was a prison that is now a tourist attraction.
   A. Big Ben  C. The Tower of London
   B. The London Eye  D. Trafalgar Square
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37. I'm going to wear my gloves today because it's ............... 
   A. very sunny  B. freezing outside
   C. so warm  D. extremely hot

38. “Harry’s got very bad teeth.” “That's because he ............... them!”
   A. often cleans  C. never clean
   B. never brush  D. rarely brushes

39. I can't have a bath because there ............... hot water.
   A. is enough  C. isn't any
   B. aren't any  D. are some

40. We do our shopping at the supermarket ............... Saturday.
   A. all the  B. every  C. at the  D. in

41. In English hotels, fried ............... are usually on the breakfast menu.
   A. fish  B. toast  C. eggs  D. baked beans

42. Jonathan's aunt ............... very good cakes. Nobody likes them.
   A. makes  C. does
   B. doesn't make  D. can do

43. “Two” doesn't rhyme with “...............”.
   A. glue  B. you  C. how  D. shoe

44. Which city is not in the United Kingdom?
   A. Liverpool  B. Dublin  C. Edinburgh  D. York

45. Listen! That's Helen's voice! And she ............... my favourite song.
   A. sing  B. doesn't sing
   C. sings  D. is singing

46. If you hear “Doors opening” and “Third floor”, where are you?
   A. In a bus or a train.  B. In the London Underground.
   C. In a lift.  D. In a taxi.

47. ............... exercise book is this? There's no name on it.
   A. Who  B. Whose  C. Who's  D. Hers

48. I can't see anything because a woman with a big hat ............... of me.
   A. is standing next  B. is sitting behind
   C. is sitting in front  D. stands in front

49. You are in a restaurant. You have finished your lunch and you want to pay.
   What do you say to the waiter?
   A. How much does this cost?
   B. What do I pay for?
   C. Can I have the bill, please?
   D. How much does this cost?

50. “Laugh” rhymes with “...............”
   A. off  B. eight  C. half  D. enough

51. Tomorrow afternoon, ............... tea with the Prime Minister.
   A. I have got some  B. they often have
   C. we're having  D. we are going

52. Mr Jones next door can't walk very easily so, once a week, I ............... shopping for him.
   A. am doing the  B. make the
   C. am going  D. do his

53. Pronunciation: “incredible” = 00000; “intelligent” = ............... 
   A. a o o o o  B. o o o o  C. c o o o o  D. o o o o

54. The most important British politician is the ............... 
   A. King  B. Prime Minister
   C. President  D. Queen